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General Market Statistics

For more information…

To learn more about NAI Commercial, Rob 
DesBrisay and the many ways we can help 
with your commercial real estate needs, 
please call (604) 691-6602.
 
You can also reach us by email at
rob@naicommercial.ca or visit us online at
www.naicommercial.ca

NAI Commercial Vancouver
#100 – 535 Thurlow Street

Vancouver, BC  Canada V6E 3L2
(604) 683-7535

www.naicommercial.ca

NAI Commercial – we’re here to help

NAI Commercial offers a full-service consulting approach to help you get the most out of your inventory. We do whatever it takes to make it easy for 
you to attain your objectives. Whether you want to retain us to represent your interests, are simply curious to learn more about our services, or would 
like us to provide a free opinion on your current properties or leases – we are here to help with good, honest advice.   

Thanks for taking the time to read this.

Regards,
Rob DesBrisay
Managing Partner, BC

The downtown deals of interest for Q4 were Copeman Healthcare 
committing to two floors, or 20,400 SF, at 808 Nelson Street, and 
ITG leasing 14,500 SF at 128 West Pender. Pacific Future also leased 
10,748 SF at 701 West Georgia, while Regus took a floor at 777 Hornby 
Street. 

Moving to the suburban market, a double-check on the numbers from 
Altus InSite data shows the vacancy rate for Q4 continued to fall: from 
14.7% to 14.4% from the previous quarter, in which it fell from 15.1%. 
Yet when we examine the spaces added to the market in the last 
90 days, we see there were 105 spaces, totalling 603,698 SF. In the 
same period only 99 spaces were removed, totalling 400,147 SF. That 
suggests a negative absorption in the quarter of 203,551 SF, a 0.9% 
vacancy change. With this in mind we suspect the falling suburban 
vacancy rate will end – and Q1 of 2016 will see an increase in vacancy 
rates in the suburban market. 

There were few deals of interest in the suburban market, supporting the 
notion that vacancy rates were rising. Mindfield committed to 11,500 SF 
at 3480 Gilmore Way in Burnaby. Jackpot committed to 10,000 SF at 
4664 Lougheed, while Schweitzer Engineering leased 9,000 SF at 4299 
Canada Way. 

In the Vancouver Periphery Market the vacancies jumped from 4.6% 
to 7.1 % for Q4, a 2.5% jump in the market that represents 7,470,353 

SF, results in 187,000 SF added to the market. During the quarter, 32 
spaces were added to inventory, totalling 101,635 SF, while 21 spaces 
totalling 50,467 SF were removed. Overall, inventory in the market 
increased by just one building. Marine Gateway brought on 253,112 SF 
to inventory, accounting for most of the increase. There was little else to 
note, except that Health Authority did commit to 1887 West Broadway 
for 27,500 SF and Copper Leaf Technologies leased 12,000 SF at 2920 
Virtual Way.

Market Statistics

As we start 2016, it looks like deals and tenants will continue to be hard 
to come by. If you are a tenant, seek advice and monitor the market, 
but take your time and do not approach the market too early. Calculate 
what a realistic move or relocation period really is for you – and do not 
operate from fear or panic. Remember, the people talking to you do 
not always have your best business interests at heart. Since the market 
shows no signs of significant improvement, time is your best negotiating 
tool. If you are curious about timing on negotiating a lease or planning a 
relocation, I would be happy to share my thoughts on your situation. 

If you are a landlord, I continue to encourage you to review your 
marketing materials and leasing process. The landlord with the 
simplest, fastest process almost always has the edge over slower, more 
complicated processes. If you are an independent landlord and would 
like to take advantage of our complimentary marketing analysis, please 
give us a call. 




